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New Education Building
to be named after Renick

Inside

Students must
consider housing
options after
housing lottery

Morgan Freeman
wins long overdue
Academy Award
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The $14-million Renick School of Education Building will be located at the intersection of Benbow Road and Bluford
Street. Construction will begin early spring of 2006. The 60,000-square-foot facility will be high-tech, state-of-the-art
and designed by the Freelon Group.
honor of Chancellor James
C. Renick. This decision
was announced at the Board
of Trustees meeting on Feb.
six
On campus, there are
buildings named in honor of 16.
The "Renick School of
A&T chancellors. They
Education," was named
include Fort
after the chancellor to show
Interdisciplinary Research
appreciation for his "exemCenter in honor of Dr.
plary
leadership and many
Edward B. Fort; Dowdy
contributions to North
Administration Building in
Carolina A&T State
honor of Dr. Lewis C.
Dowdy; Gibbs Hall in honor University," as' said in the
Board of Trustees' resoluof Dr. Warmoth T. Gibbs;
tion.
Bluford Library in honor of
"This is a fitting tribute for
Dr. F. D. Bluford; Dudley
a
higher education visionary
honor
of
Dr.
Building in
who
has tangibly demonand
James B. Dudley;
strated his theme, 'we are
Crosby Hall in honor of Dr.
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A&T's new education
chairman of the Board of
building will be named in
Stancheka Boone
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Trustees, said in a press
release
"I am humbled by the

board's decision," Renick
said in a press release.
Since his appointment as
A&T's ninth chancellor in
July 1999, Renick has implemented numerous initiatives
to improve A&T. He set in
place a strategic visioning
process, which has led to
numerous accomplishments
for the university and
enhanced the quality of education for A&T's students.
Renick's overall efforts
and contributions to A&T
have been extremely instrumental. He led the school to
successful accreditation,
establishment of the Masters

of Social Work degree with
UNCG, increased teacher
education scores and
numerous other programs
Renick has focused much
of his career on creating
partnerships between education and the community.
He currently serves on the
Presidential Board of
Advisers on Historically
Black Colleges and
Universities, the North
Carolina Board of Science
and Technology, the
Business Higher Education
Forum, the Educational
Testing Services Advisory
Board, the Honorary
Education Council of the
National Minority Military
Museum Foundation and

the Parren J. Mitchell
Foundation.
"We've dubbed him the
'Education Chancellor," said
Dr. Lelia Vickers, Dean of
the School of Education.
"He has supported us a lot
during my tenure."
The current School of
Education is located in
Hodgin Hall, an old building covered in both rust and
dust. The building, constructed in 1954, is only
34,083 square feet. It is now
outdated and lacks modern
luxuries such as central
heat, air and elevators.

,

Sophomore elementary
education major Lashonda
Taylor has problems with
Ed. Building continued on page 3

MIDWEST HBCU HOSTS FIRST ANNUAL
'MR. HBCU PAGEANT
By Natalya

Monah

Contributor
Lincoln University of
Missouri held the 1st
Annual Mr. Historically
Black Colleges and
Universities Kings' Pageant
on Feb. 23-27. Many HBCU
Kings traveled to Jefferson
City, Mo. in order to compete. The actual pageant
was held on Saturday Feb.
26 at 8 p.m. in the
Richardson Auditorium of
Lincoln University.
The event's theme was
entitled "A Tribute to the
Black Man." The pageant
was created to reward Black
men for their accomplishments in school and communities despite the mainstream media's negative
stereotyping.

The Mr. H.B.C.U. pageant

was sponsored by the
Lincoln University
Department of Student
Activities. Benecia Williams,
associate director of student
activities at Lincoln and Gus
Robinson, the university's
adviser of the king's
court-coordinated the event.
Its purpose is to give
H.B.C.U. kings the opportunity to showcase their talents.
To enter the pageant, all
kings had to complete an

application, self-portrait
form, talent profile, a three
minute speech, submit a

headshot and pay a nonrefundable $500. All items
had to be mailed to
Williams by Dec. 1, 2004.
Kings had to provide their
own transportation to and
from the event.
According to Dawn

Mr. HBCU continued on page 3

oto By Gregory Bra

mnessee

iversity

Antwan Suttle of Tennessee State University was crownd the first Mr.
HBCU, beating out seven other contestants.
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2005-2006
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
EXECUTIVE BOARD CANDIDATES
President

Miss A&T

Classification: Junior
Major: English Secondary Education
Hometown: Enfield, NC
Reason for running: "I want to be a si
vant to the students of NC A&T. My
entire platform is designed to empows
the individualbecause the better we a
as individuals the better A&T will be.'
Affiliations/Experience: Student Sen:
2002-03, Senate Clerk 2002-03,
Homecoming Planning Committee,
Director of Aggie mterdenoininarional
Fellowship, University Elections

Cltoairuee lynch

hi iRaslh

S ■:

Classification: Junior
Major: Business Marketing

Major: Psychology

Hometown: Charlotte, NC
Reason for running: "I have the expe
ence and knowledge to accurately

organize information and inform the

body."
Affiliations/Experience: Freshman
Class Secretary, corresponding secrete
student

many."

Jysir.fa IRamsy

of COP, psychology secretary, Senate,

yearbook staff.

MaHSSa WilteS

Services
Classification:

Junior

Major: Electrical Engineeiing
Hometown: Henderson, NC
Reason for running: 'The Only Tru
Aggie Life." (TOTAL)
Affiliations/Experience: Vice Preside
of Mu Psi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc., Project Engineer Toyo
Motor Manufacturer, University
Marching Band 2001-03, Aggie
Ambassadors of College of Engineer! ■
2002-03, Tuba Phi Tuba Brass Fellowship

.

»
Constance CWfte

Vice President of
Internal Affairs
M®IJroi§

|
S

\

I

Classification: Junior
Major; FasW on Merchandising and
Design
Hometown: Burlington, NC
Reason forrunning: "I have a passio:
for helping others achieve and belief
that the students of A&T can make a (
ference in the community if given a
chance."
Platform: "Encouraging Tomorrow's
Leaders Today From Generation to
Generation"-geared around children a
the enrichment of their education.
Affiliations/Experience: campus life
th legis lacare volunteer,
mentor,

Information Not Available
Cory Adams
Matthew Melvin

day

Jans©

McQyitta

Classification: Junior
Major: Political Science
Hometown: Baltimore, MD
Reason for running: "A&T has given sc
much to me as a studentthese last three
years that I feel it is my responsibility to
ultimately shape the A&T experience foi
other young men and women."
Platform: "Excellence in Motion."
Affiliation/Experience: Student Senate

.

Website: www.janiedenise.com
Affiliations/Experience: Tau Beta Pi
National Honor Society, U.S. Dept. of
Homeland Security Scholar, National
Society of Black Engineers (NSBE),
Honors Program, Miss AmericanSociety

Sophomore
Ad

KlsOvdC Smith

Classification: Junior
Major: Professional Theatre
Hometown: Greensboro, NC
Reason for running: "I have several
goals and objectives I wantto accomplish
for the student body and the commu nity.
I want to represent the institution in an
exemplary fashion, one that will leave
legacy of excellence for years to come

Classification: Junior

Major: Political Science
Hometown: Henderson, NC
Reason forrunning: "I believe that tl
Student Government Association is a
vital part to the Aggie student commt
nity. Historically, A&T students have
taken a pro-active approach in makinj
changes at the university and in the
Greensboro community. This spirit is
what sets A&T apart from other univ«
sities. I would like to implement diffe:
ent programs and activities that A&T
students can be involved in."

Website:www.MarissaWilkes.com
Affiliations/Experience: SUAB Specia
Affairs Committee, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., Political Science Society.
JjJlMQ

©iyUfeTOimS Classification: Senior

Major: Industrial Engineering
Hometown: Richmond, VA

*

Classification: Junior
Major: Bioenvironmental Engineering
Hometown: Columbus, OH
Reason for running: "I want to leave my
legacy with A&T. My experiences at
A&T havebeen ones of growth and educational enhancement. I want to be
among the great group of women who
promoted this university in the past!
Platform: I will work to make our
growth transition one that will keep the
integrity and pride of being an HBCU.

of Agricultural Engineers.

Classification:
\faior: P

37'

tive assembly Senate.

2002-03

AraKa M®®4W

Classification: Jumor

Hometown: Roanoke, VA
Reason for running: "I know I ha
what it takes to represent the univ 'ersity,
the students, and my community, I
have a passion for this position an tdl
feel it is my time to make a differe:nce at
this university and in the lives of s

Website: www.anisahrasheed.com
Affiliations/Experience: Sophomo
Class President, secretary of COP, Miss
Students in Free Enterprise, campus life
mentor, Verge model, Ladies of
Excellence member, humanresour
assistant for Student Technology

Committee: Campus life mentor, Aggi
Ambassador, Junior Class
Parliamentarian.

&CSrt

Secretary

Reason for running: "Besides being th
right person for this job, I have been
taught how to occupy time and resourc
and delegate responsibility to those I w
with. I plan to own my own company one
day and I feel this wouldbe a great exp
rience.
Affiliations/Experience: Student
Ambassador,Virginia Aggie Club, SGA.

Information Not Available
Janelle Mason
Eric Singleton
Kiana Bennett
Tiffany McCain

Treasurer
CfoartdS ©taey

Classification:

Junior

Major: Accounting

Platform: Respect for the Past +
Preparation for the Future = Results

f
the Present.
Website: www.KislyckSmith.com
Affiliations/Experience: Richard B.
Harrison Players, President of Alpha Psi
Omega National Dramatic Honor Soa ery
Chaplain of Alpha Phi Chapter of Alp ha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, inc., Alpha

Tank

Vice President of
External Affairs
Information Not Available
Megan Brooks
Blake Johnson

Lambda Delta.

CaSro@@s© ihtowartl

Classification: Junior
Major:: Mechanical Engineering
Hometown: Wilmington, NC
Reason forrunning: "I want to be
known as Miss Historical Black Colleg
and I have to be Miss A&T first."
Affiliations/Experience: female coord;
nator for Couture Productions, dance
choreographer, A&T track.

Michael Fairfax

Attorney General
Junior
Major: •Journalism and Mas=
Classification:

Awasiwawin

ISiBimff
V

"

--■

Commurucation--Electronic Media
Hometown: Charlotte, NC
Reason for running: "I want to promote better publicity. If one student knows about
upcoming events, all students shouldkno
I also want to put more programs into effe
involving health awareness."
Platform: "Promoting the Golden Rule"Doing unto others as you would have ther
do unto you.
Affiliations/Experience: Media Network
President, Junior Class Vice President, Rul
md Regulations Chair, National Associatk
of Black Journalists, National Council of
Negro Women.
Classification:

D>®Itfi)talqp<a
TOOBDftmanni

Classification: Junior

&mh®T ir®WW

Junior

Information Not Available
Khaleena Anderson

Erique Berry
Brooks Shands

iPsi

of Black Accountants, staff accountant for
local CPA firm, GilletteScholar.

teSlhUdl lf)dlS®afil

Classification: Junior
Hometown: Queens, NY
Major: Computer Science
Reason forrunning: "I am very intere
ed in the business aspects involved wi
the SGA and I would make sure the
money is managed properly and even]
distributed theroughout the budget. I
also owner of my computerbusiness,
Ladent Computers, LLC."

Affiliations/Experience:Alpha Phi A]Ipha

Fraternity, Inc., NSBE.

Information NotAvailable

;
Major: Busrness Frinance
Hometown: Baltimore, MD

Reason for running: "Over the pass three
years of serving on the Student Judiciary
Council, I have seen many of the same typ
of cases as well as the same types of peopl
If granted the opportunity to serve my uni
versity, I will have access to the proper
resources to implement mechanisms that
will decrease the occurrence of regulatory
infractions and increase the effectiveness o
the SGA Judicial Branch. Electing me to t
position will give he SGA's Judicial Branch
an opportunity to grow instead of maintai
Platform: "Experience Matters"
Affiliations/Experience: Henry Frye Prelaw Society Student Judiciary Council- 3
years, Student Senator 2003-04, Election
Committee Chair Spring 2003.

ram,

RUrtXSl WI0S@I11

Major: Business Economics
Hometown: Washington, DC
Reason forrunning: '1 feel A&T has
contributed a great deal to who I am
today. Since this institution has don
so much for me, I feel I need to give
back. This position is more than a ti
it is a job and I am ready to work ful
time for the student body."
Platform: Planning for Resolution in
Hopes of a Revolution: Perserving ai
Fulfilling Our Destinies.
Affiliations/Experience: Couture
Productions Treasurer, Honors
Program, Campus Life Mentor, Studi
Alumni Association, Metro Aggies,
Aggie Call Center.

-

Classification: Junior

M*ajor: Bi'Business Marl
iviarKenng
Hometown: Charlotte, NC
Platform: Helping to Enrich Aggies
Lives (HEAL), A&T Connection, Aggi
Today-CEOs Tomorrow.
Emaih Rachel4MissNCAT@aol.com
Affiliations/Experience: School of
Business and Economics Senator,
American Marketing Association
(AMA), Dean of Students Advisory
Council, Alpha Lamda Delta.

Information Not Available
Christina Rodgers
Ashley Riggs

Melanie Chavarria

Information Compiled By: Stancheka Boone, Natalya

Monah, Harold Chairs and Jeuron Dove
Pictures By: Stancheka Boone
Page Layout By: Erica Franklin

March 17th Edition:
PICS/PROFILES CLASS PRESIDENT, VICE
PRESIDENT & CLASS QUEEN
CANDIDATES
Date: Mar. 14
Time: 1-5 p.m.
NCB-328 G
You may set appointments.
E-mail or call Erica at the A&T Register.
register@ncat.edu
334-7700

Campus View Apartments

Brand New 3 Bedroom
Apartments!
Open Fall Semester 2005
Call 333-9998
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Thieves find campus
attractive during the week
February 22, 2005

February 28, 2005

05-0251
Arrest
Ward Hall
-A male resident of Haley Hall was arrested on outstanding warrants. He was given a $100 secured bond.

05-0268
NCB (PVA)
MV Accident
motor
vehicle
made
contact
with
another
vehicle
while
-A
a
wide
turn
an
estimated
making
right
$1600 in
causing
damage to both vehicles. There were no injuries.

February 23, 2005

05-0270
Larceny
Aggie Stadium
independent
contractor
that
unknown
-An
reported
percut the lock off a semi-truck trailer and removed several pieces of copper. The estimate value of stolen copper is

05-0255
Barnes Hall
-A female resident reported having difficulty breathing
during class due to low blood sugar. Guilford County EMS
responded and the victim refused further medical treatment.

dents with far more opportunities than in Hodgin
Hall. Vickers said students
continued from page 1
will be able to have small
study groups and there will
the condition of Hodgin
be
ample space for commuHall. She believes the classes
nities
of learners as well as
are too small and the facility
various
other activities.
is very cluttered overall.
"The
is a wonbuilding
"It's too darn hot and not
derful
and
exciting opportu
handicapped accessible,"
for
the
School of
nity
said Taylor. "How is a perEducation
to
raise the bar
son in a wheelchair supand
continue
education,"
posed to get to the second
said
Vickers.
floor?"
The School of Education
Joyce Dillon, Human
offers
bachelor's, master's,
Development and Services
and
interdisciplinary
doctoroffice assistant, exclaimed
al
for
program
teachers,
dilemmas that the current
building faces. She said that counselors, administrators
and educational professionthe building creates probals.
lems for outsiders in addiConstruction of the buildtion to students. She reitering will increase it to be
ated the absence of handi60,000 square feet and is
capped accessibilities,
including a lack of elevators scheduled to begin in Spring
of 2006. The building will
and no parking spaces. She
be
located at the intersection
believes that the overall
of
Benbow
Road and
dilapidation of the building
Bluford
Street.
This will be
is terrible.
million
"high-tech,
$14
a
"Everything's falling apart, state-of-the-art"
structure.
doors don't close. It's a lot
Vickers
no probpredicts
going on in Hodgin," said
lems
and
believes
that the
Dillon.
as
will
construction
go
After construction, the
scheduled.
Renick School of Education
"[The new building] is
building will present stumuch needed," said Dillon,

Ed. Building

February 24, 2005
05-0257
Scott Hall 6
Larceny
-A male student reported unknown person(s) entered the
suite area of his unsecured room, and removed several
items of personal property. The estimated value of the
items stolen is $455.

February 25-27, 2005
05-0259
Disturbance
Craig Hall (PVA)
member
that
a
female
student became
-A faculty
reported
disrespectful after he blocked her vehicle in while it was
parked in his reserve space in the Craig Hall parking lot.

05-0263
Poster Fire
Morrow Hall
resident
assistant
unknown
-A
reported
person(s) set a
poster on fire on the third floor of Morrow Hall. There was
no property damage.
05-0265

Assault
Cooper Hall
-A female resident of Cooper Hall reported being struck in
the face with a shirt, by a male resident of Cooper Hall.
There were no injuries and no charges filed.

$5000.

05-0273
B&E of Machine
Curtis Hall
-The resident assistant reported that unknown person(s)
broke the glass on the snack machine and used a pry device
to gain entry. Snacks and currency was stolen. The estimated value of the property and broken glass is $877.

March 1, 2005
05-0278
Scott Hall 3
Larceny
-A university staff member reported unknown person(s)
entered a secured computer lab and stole a computer printer. There were no signs of forced entry. The value of the
printer is $1434.
05-0279
Information
Morrow Hall
-A male residence hall assistant reported that an unknown
person threw bottles of urine at his door causing a biohazard. There was no exposure to the hazardous material.
05-0280
B&E Larceny
1030 Sullivan St.
resident
student
-A
reported unknown person(s) entered
his unsecured residence and stole several personal items.
There were signs of forced entry. The estimated value of
property stolen is $649.99. The estimated damage to the
door is $300.

ROAD WILL EXPERIENCE TWO-WAY TRAFFIC
As of March 14, Arthur Headen drive (in front of Morrow Hall) will open for two-way traffic. Please take caution.

TRIAD HEALTH PROJECT SPONSORS CONCERT

Mr. HBCU

was made. The grand prize
winner received a $1500

scholarship, 1st runner up
$1000 and 2nd runreceived
continued from page 1
ner up received $500. The
contestants were critiqued
Collins of the Department of
in four categories: oratory,
Student Activities at
talent, ease of manner and
Lincoln, seven contestants
presentation. Three minutes
participated in the event.
were allotted to the oratory
They included Brandon
and
talent segments of the
Hosely of Albany State
show. Each King had to preUniversity, Ashanta McGhee
pare a speech generated
of Bowie State University,
from a topic given and also
Justin Key of LeMoyneanswer impromptu quesOwen University, Brandon ■
tions
Carter of Morgan State
At the end of the night,
University, Jonathan Bates
Antwan C. Suttle of
of Talladega College,
Tennessee State University
Antwan Suttle of Tennessee
was crowned the 2004-2005
State University and
Mr. H.B.C.U.
William Dobbs III of
Prior to the pageant, Mr.
Winston-Salem State
Tennessee State University
University.
spoke for the Fellowship of
During their stay, the
Christian
Athletes on Jan.
kings had strict rules. All
candidates abided by a firm
"When I received the title
schedule. They also were
(Mr. TSU), I felt it was a
not allowed to leave the
blessing from God. No mathotel without the expressed
ter how many people turn
permission or presence of a
their back on you, keep
pageant official. Candidates
in God. It's hard
believing
had to endure "room
a Christian on a colbeing
checks," and were not
lege campus...you must
allowed to visit with parents remember there is
only one
nor friends at any time
reason to be here and that's
without the consent of an
to be great," said Suttle.
official.
Bowie State University's
Upon arrival to the uniAshanta D. McGhee was 1st
versity, judges immediately
runner-up and Brandon T.
began critiquing contestants Carter
of Morgan State
on punctuality, etiquette,
University was 2nd runnerprofessionalism, and presenup. Directly following the
tation. Three days prior to
crowning
ceremony, contestpageant night, contestants
ants and friends attended
began training and prepara- the King's Ball, a celebration
tion.
On Friday, the participants for all involved.
Many students and faculty
engaged in more rehearsals
at Lincoln University were
and a luncheon that includpleased with the outcome.
ed speaker Hardy Dorsey
Robinson said, "I feel like
the national president of the it was a
great success.
Alumni association of
went according
Everything
Lincoln University. Shortly
to plan. It was groundbreakafter they were granted
ing and historic for the
leisure time to prepare for
young men. It made them
the pageant on Saturday
feel
like they were apart of
and were invited to an
H.B.C.U. history. Their talAlpha Phi Alpha step show. ent and their
speech were
At 8 p.m. on Saturday, the
It
showed the
great.
really
competition for the Mr.
talent of real H.B.C.U. men."
H.B.C.U. title began. Prizes
Uche Byrd of A&T was
were to be given immediateunable
to be in attendance.
after the judges' decision
ly

The 2005 "Red Ribbon Concert Series" will take place on March 1 at 7:30 p.m. at the High Point Theatre. It will feature
world-renowned recording artist Melva Houston and special guests, "The Sensations." The night will be filled with a mixture of jazz, blues, gospel and R&B. Tickets can be purchased at the High Point Theatre box office for $25. For more information call (336) 887-3001 or visit www.highpointtheatre.com.

A&T FOUR HONORED IN BLACK MAGAZINE
In the Feb. 21st edition, Jet Magazine recognized the A&T Four on pages 34-35. The article was entitled "45th
Anniversary of Greensboro's Four Historic Lunch Counter Sit-In Observed in North Carolina." The story explains the
events of Feb.l.

LAST CHANCE TO SEE AGGIE B-BALL
March 5 will be the last time the Aggie men and women basketball teams will have a home game this season. Please go
out and support your fellow Aggies. The men's game will begin at 2 p.m. and the women will play at 4 p.m.

GRADUATION SPEAKER ANNOUNCED
Former CEO of Hewlett-Packard Carly Fiorina will speak on May 7 at A&T's Spring commencement,

GARDENING COURSE AVAILABLE
Use your green thumb to learn about flowers and vegetables. The free class entitled "Spring Propagation," will be provided at the Greensboro Arboretum Education Facilities on Ashland Drive. The free event will begin at 4 p.m. on March
20. Jim Bennett, Guilford County master gardener volunteer will head the class. For more information call Karen C. Neill
at (336) 375-5876.

JOIN THE RACE
The Volunteer Center of Greensboro will present The 2005 Human Race. The race is a 5K walk that acts as a community
fundraiser. The 2004 Human Race raised over $260,000 for 126 nonprofit organizations. This year the event will be held at
the Grimsley High School Stadium. It will begin at 9:30 a.m. and end at 12 p.m. There will be live music, free massages,
healthy snacks, and an award ceremony.

A&T Alumni Plan Annual Post
Commencement Royal Caribbean Cruise
By: Crissy

Malone

Contributor
The Office of Alumni
Affairs is sponsoring a
cruise on The Royal
Caribbean's "Empress of the
Seas" taking place May 9-14.
Passengers can expect a fivenight cruise that will take
off from Port Everglades in
Fort Lauderdale and visit
Key West, Cozumel,
Mexico-Costa Maya-at-Sea
and then return to Fort
Lauderdale.
The price for this adventure ranges from $524.00
$914.00, which includes
onboard accommodations,

-

port taxes and government
fees. Guest can expect to
receive 3 meals a day plus a
filling midnight snack.
There is entertainment every
night, a casino, and other
activities aboard the ship,
which are also included in
the price. Passengers also
have a choice of whether
they would rather stay in a
room with an ocean view or
stay on the inside of the

ship.

This is the fourth cruise
that Alumni Affairs has
hosted. Harriet Davis,
Director of Alumni Affairs
states, "Usually

graduates

come back for homecoming
and that's really the only

time to they get to visit with
fellow alumni, but now
we're offering more opportunities."
Davis does want to reiterate that every one is welcome. Not just alumni, but
students, faculty, and famil,
can come as well,
When the alumni participate in these events they are
getting a 2 for 1. Not only
are they getting a relaxing
vacation with old friends,
but they are also giving
back to the university. A
portion of the funds are
donated to the school to create scholarships for students
at the university,
"We want this to be a

huge and joyous event,"
says Davis, "just like homecoming." The cruise is held
the week after commencement and Mother's Day, so
it can make a great gift for
loved ones and their families.
The Office of Alumni
Affairs promises a splendid
vacation and encourages
people to join in the fun. It
is not too late to participate
in the cruise; however after
March 1, 2005 the prices are
subject to change.
"We want as much participation as possible, so spread
the word," Davis said.

pmion
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The times, they are

a-changing
Only a handful of classroom buildings

remain from the "old Scott Hall" era, and
another one will soon be turned into dust

,

when the new School of Education building
comes up. The building will be named after
Chancellor Renick, and construction is
scheduled to be complete in 2006. The opening of the building is likely to signal the
demolishing of Hodgin Hall, the current
home of A&T's education department,
The new state-of-the-art facility will be a
big difference from what the education
department is used to seeing - and in some
ways the change is similar to the overall
transformation that A&T is going through
in the eyes of those who stood here since
before National Guardsmen put bullet holes
in old Scott Hall.
To those who were here in the 50's, 60's
and even the late 70's, times have changed.
The enrollment is increasing; it seems, at
nearly the same rate as N.C.'s Latino population. Likewise, the university's endowment is on the rise with more alumni giving, corporate donations, business ventures
and a $100 million fundraising goal.
The Aggie Pride' profile is still nationwide, with a major motion-picture film verysimilar to the university's own drumline
and a world-renowned homecoming cele-

bration as evidence. But the new millennium A&T is different.
Military vehicles do not rumble through
campus to end a student revolt with a hail
of bullets and tear gas, but to recruit future
soldiers, engineers and scientists.
Enrollment is up, but so are the numbers
of non-minority students. Looking at some
classrooms, you could forget that this is an
HBCU.
Judging by some of the brochures that the
university puts out, you might think A&T is
a traditionally white institution.
Corporations are embracing the academic
environment at A&T, and it shows in their
huge donations and business deals.- But corporations have another agenda, too, whcih
is their financial bottom-line. Case in point:
when A&T inked a multimillion-dollar deal
with Pepsi, virtually overnight the CocaCola drink machines were whisked away.
There is no other soft-drink option on campus otherthan Pepsi products.
Change is good, at least that's how the
saying goes. In reality, change is the only
constant in the world; you either adapt or
get left in the past.
Change is not bad, but conceding, conforming and forgetting the past is.

Editorials in the above column represent the opinion of the A&T Register editorial board. The
views expressed here are not necessarily representative of the students, faculty, staff or administration of North Carolina A&T. The A&Tregister editorial board consists of Chad Roberts, Editor-inChief, Patrice Withers, Managing Editor, Brett Harrington, News Editor; and Erica Franklin,
Asistant News Editor.

True to her or him,
but cheating with them
By Almeda

Hobbs

rently with someone from

Guest Commentary
Are you currently in a
relationship with
your boo and you see or
experience the following:
makeup on your boo's shirt,
smell perfume or cologne
that is not yours on your
boo's clothing, are alone at
night constantly, calls are
not answered on cell phone
or at work from you, find
lipstick on your boo's cheeks
or on boo's clothing, have no
sex life, kids are spilling the
beans that there is someone
else, or you find extra clothing in their trunk along with
their toiletries? Better yet,
worst case scenario has your
boo gotten another girl
pregnant or is your boo curserious

the gorillas - females and
males of the TV show,
Animal Kingdom
From this I hope that all
of you have smelled the coffee by now. You all if you
are cheating are playing
with fire. A good woman as
well as a good man is hard
to find. Consequences may
cause you to lose your significant other or even lose
your relationship with your
children because they will
rebel against you. Also, you
may come home and the
locks on the door have been
changed or your belongings
are out on the front porch. If
your man or woman is
cheating don't settle for less
and find a new hero. Ones
cheating please rekindle
your flame with your loved
one before it is too late.

a

different area code while
with you?
As you have probably
read through the lines by
now, all of this is cheating.
Trust is number one in relationships and onceit is lost it
is hard to get back. Yuou are
also playing with your boo's
feelings. If you are married
you don't say, "I do" to her
or him and cheat with them.
Also, kids are like sponges
and pick up things that you
think they don't know. Your
children will grow up and
think that cheating is right
and it is dead wrong.
Don't think that just
because you have a home to
come back to you can still
cheat. Also, don't get the
impression that you can
cheat based on the fact of

APPLICATIONS
are available for positions

with the A&T Register
for the 2005-06 academic year
New Classroom Building 328-G
or call 334-7700

register@ncat.edu
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"When a true genius appears in this world, you may know
him by this sign: that the dunces are all in confederacy
against him." Jonathan Swift

How to turn $1 into $5
Chad Roberts

was really fortunate to get it
when I did. I got it on a
Tuesday, and it snowed the
next Wednesday.
Nevertheless, the car
I think I have a pretty
enables me to get to differhectic schedule, at least
ent places in a fraction of
Monday through Thursday.
the time it took when I had
On Mondays and
Wednesday, I have an 8 a.m. to walk. So, I know how
important a car can be to
class and then I do my
one's
livelihood. My car
internship from 10 a.m. until
allows
me to juggle 21 credit
noon. After that, it's two
hours and an internship. I
hours of Spanish and souththink I'm starting to hate the
ern politics. I hate Monday
car. Anyhow...
and Wednesday.
I had just left the internTuesday and Thursday
aren't as bad, but I still have ship on Tuesday when I
stopped at the East Market
a full day of classes with the
to get some gas and a
BP
internship in the middle.
pack of, uh, Big League
Free time is a thing of the
Chew. While I was in line
past. I hate Tuesday and
waiting to pay, a young lady
Thursday.
with an A&T sweatshirt was
I finally got another car
at
the counter to get gas.
about six weeks ago, and I
By

Editor-in-chief

I don't know her entire
situation and I didn't bother
to ask. What I do know is
that she only had $1 for gas.
Unless you're driving a
riding mower, $1 is not
going very far. And with gas
being as expensive as it is,
$1 might not even start a
car.

I thought about what
would happen if I pumped
just a dollar into my car,
which takes premium. The
engine would likely jump
through the hood and roll
around on the ground,
laughing at me. I thought
how unfortunate it would
be if I did have just $1 to
pay for gas
The cashier voiced what
I was thinking, because his
reaction to her was a mix of

surprise and sympathy.
"One dollar?" he said.
"You're not gonna get anywhere with that."
I was a little dumbfounded myself, but I
understood. If a dollar is all
you have to put in the tank,
then that's what goes in the
tank. You gotta ride.
Besides the girl, the
cashier and me, there were
two other people in the
store, all different shades of
brown. The compassionate
cashier seized the opportunity.
"Nah, we can't let you
leave outta here like that,"
he said. Then he looked at
the two other guys.
"Come on, everybody
pitch in a dollar," he said.
The girl tried to refuse, but

the cashier would hear none
of it. "We're all black in
here," he said. The two
other guys started digging
in their pockets.
He asked me to contribute to the cause, and I
told him sure, as soon as I
get change for my purchase
All I had was a five and a
ten.

After I pitched in my
dollar and the girl had
pumped her gas, I introduced myself to her and
told her my role with the
student newspaper, and told
her if she was ever in need
she could come by the
newspaper office and I
would help her if I could.
Next I asked her if she
ever read the A&T Register.
She said she did not. Why

was I not surprised?
Maybe it was because

we were all black. It might
have been because the girl
was a student at A&T, and
this is A&T's side of town.
Quite possibly, when I think
about it now, the girl had
pretty, light-brown eyes and
she was able to hypnotize
the clerk into helping her.
Either way, it was somewhat inspiring to see a
group of strangers, each
with their own problems,
concerns and agendas, take
a moment and a dollar to
help someone in need.
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■ ■
By Eli

Sanders

The Seattle Times

Black History Month began with historian Carter G.
Woodson, who early in the last century came up with
the idea for a "Negro History Week," which he envisioned as a celebration ofblack history and achievement, as well as a time for education.
In 1926, with the support of the Association for the
Study of Negro Life and History, the first "Negro
History Week" was held during the second week in
February. The timing was meant to honor the birthdays of abolitionist Frederick Douglass and President
Lincoln. Over the years, the event grew in popularity,
and in the early 1970s, the association (which later
changed its name, replacing the word "Negro" with
-'Afro-American") expanded the celebration and
renamed it "Black History Month."
Now, in keeping with Woodson's idea of focusing
on black history and education, we offer this Black
History Month quiz:

1 . The founder of the Nation of Islam was
a) Elijah Muhammad.
b) Elijah Wood.
c) Ralph Ellison.

2. Thurgood Marshall was:

a) A prominent black thinker and architect ofthe Marshall Plan
b) The first black Supreme Court justice.
c) A Harlem Renaissance writer.

3.

Negro League pitcher Satchel Paige played with which famous band
leader:
a) Benny Goodman
b) Duke Ellington.
c) Louis Armstrong.

4.

Which amendment to the Constitution guaranteed black people (and
all citizens) equal protection under the law?
a) The 151h.
b) The 26th.
c) The 14th.

(Black history intelligence quotient)
True or false

10.When the United States' founding fathers wrote "all men are created equal," they meant black people, too
11 . In Hie "Tuskegee Experiment," the United States monitored 399 black men with syphilis for 40 years to see what

— even tiiough the men were never told they had syphilis and a cure for the disease was discovered decades before the experiment ended.
would happen to them

12. The holiday Kwanzaa was created by black activist and scholar Maulana Karenga in 1966
13. Participants in the Harlem Renaissance included Jean Toomer, Langston Hughes, ZoraNeale Hurston and Claude McKay.
14. The historically black college Howard University is located in Atlanta.
15. Match the following black Americans with their ideas
A. "Itis not integration that Negroes in America want, it is human dignity."

n

Martin Luther King Jr.

n

WE B. Du Bois

D. Wanted to start a colony ofblack Americans in Liberia and said: "There shall be
no solution to this race problem until you yourselves strike the blow for liberty."

n

Malcolm X

E. Wrote "The Souls of Black Folk" and said ofBooker T. Washington: "(When)
Mr. Washington apologizes for injustice, does not rightly value the privilege and duty
ofvoting, belittles the emasculating effects of caste distinctions, and opposes the higher
training and ambitions of our brighter minds we must unceasingly and firmly oppose
(him)."

n

Booker T. Washington

n

MayaAngelou

n

ZoraNeale Hurston

n

Langston Hughes

n

Marcus Garvey

B. "I have a dream tiiat one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning
ofits creed: 'We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.'"
C. Encouraged black people to pick themselves up by their "bootstraps" and said:
"In all things that are purely social, we can be as separate as the fingers, yet one as the
hand in all things essential to mutual progress."

...

F. Read the poem, "On the Pulse ofMorning" at President Clinton's inauguration:
"You, created only a little lower than/The angels, have crouched too long in/The bruising darkness/Have lain too long/Face down in ignorance./Your mouths spilling
words/Armed for slaughter./And the Rock cries out to us today, you/may stand upon
me/But do not hide your face."
G. Wrote Hie poem, "Harlem," a passage from which reads: "What happens to a
dream deferred?/Does it dry up/like a raisin in the sun?/Orfester like a sore — /And
then run? Maybe it justsags/like a heavy load./Or does it explode?"

...

H. "I do not belong to the sobbing school of Negrohood who hold that nature some-

how has given them a lowdown dirty deal and whose feelings are all hurt about it.
Even in the helter-skelter skirmish that is my life, I have seen that the world is to the
strong regardless ofa little pigmentation more or less. No, I do not weep at the world
I am too busy sharpening my oyster knife."

—

5.

Black people, women and people ages 18 to 21 haveall been kept
from voting at some point in the history of the United States. In what order
were these groups given the right to vote?
a) Black men, then women, then people 18 to 21
b) People 18 to 21, then black men, then women
c) Women, then black men, then people 18 to 21

6.

What landmark 1954 Supreme Court decision struck down the idea
of "separate but equal" schools for black people and whites?
a) Plessy v. Ferguson.
b) Brown v. The Board ofEducation ofTopeka, Kan.
c) University ofCalifornia v. Bakke.

7.

The incarceration rates for black people in America have long been
decried as a reflection of a biased justice system. At the end of2000, what
percentage ofall black males in the United States ages 25 to 29 was in
prison? (For comparison, the answer is 2.9 percent for all Hispanic males in
that age group, and 1.1 percent for all white males.)
a) 5.6 percent.
b) 9.7 percent.
c) 24.3 percent.

8.

The holiday Juneteenth commemorates the day in 1865 when:
a) Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation,

thus freeing slaves.
b) Word reached Texas that Lincoln had signed the Emancipation
Proclamation.
c) Lincoln declared war wiHi the South over the issue of slavery.

9.

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan, the first secretary-general from
sub-Saharan Africa, is from what country:

a) Ghana.
b) South Africa.
c) Nigeria.

■
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1. Jesse Owens: Olympic athlete
2. Harriet Beecher Stowe: Author of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
3. Joe Louis: Athlete

19

Granville T. Woods: Inventor
Henry Highland Garnet:

U.S. senator
5. Abraham Lincoln: President
when slaves were freed
6. Marcus Garvey: Back to Africa
movement leader
7. John Brown: Abolitionist
8. Harriet Tubman: Abolitionist
9. Booker T. Washington: Educator

Abolitionist
Frederick Douglass: Abolitionist
Martin Lulher King: Civil
rights leader
Thurgood Marshall: Supreme
Court justice
Sojourner Truth: Abolitionist
Elijah J. McCoy: Inventor;
"The Real McCoy"
18 Rosa Parks: Civil rights leader
19 Marian Anderson: Singer

10. Duke Ellington: Musician

20. Barbara Jordan: Politician

4. Hiram R. Revels: First black

BLACK HISTORY IQ QUIZ
KNIGHT RIDDER/TRIBUNE

ANSWERS: l.A; 2. B; 3. C;4. C; 5. A; 6
B;7.B;8.B;9.A.
10. False. When this country was founded,
blacks were not considered equal. In feet,
the government counted eachblack as only
1hree-fifths ofa person.
11.True. Years after the experiment, modest cash payments were given to survivors
and their families. And in 1997,President
Clinton issued a formal apology, saying the
experiment was "racist" and "profoundly,
morally wrong."
12.True. Karenga wanted to "give ablack
alternative to the existing holiday." At the
center ofKwanzaa are its seven principles,
which are represented by seven candles:
umoja(unity),kujichagulia (self-determination), ujima(collective work and responsibility), ujaama(cooperative economics),
nia (purpose), kuumba (creativity) and
imani (faith)
13. True
14.False. Howard University is located in
Washington, DC.
15. A. Malcolm X.
B. Martin Luther King Jr.
C. Booker T. Washington
D. Marcus Garvey.
E. W.E.B. DuBois.
F. MayaAngelou.
G. Langston Hughes.
H. ZoraNeale Hurston.
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What's
Next!!

Student Parents Find
Support Where They Can

Shopping Secrets
By

Candra Whitley
Contributor

Did you know that every time you go shopping there are
subtle hints around the store that make you want to buy
things? You come home with too much stuff and wonder,
"how did I end up with this"? Well I've done a little
research, and figured out a few clues to let you know if
you're falling into their trap!

Music makes you buy more.

Stores boost sales by adjusting the tempo of the music
they play. Research has determined that people buy more
when listening to slow ballads.

The Sweet Smell of Success.

Studies show that customers in shops
filled with soothing fragrances, such as
vanilla or lavender, browse longer and buy
more. Similarly, supermarkets have learned
to locate their bakeries in a place where the
smell of fresh bread wafts throughout the
store which means they wind up selling
more of everything

--

The Color of Money.

Photo credit: Joanna Hernandez/Campus Echo

Xenovia Lewis, left, Yolanda Whitted and Shaunte Rivera discuss being single parents at
North Carolina Central as Whitted's son, Jayon, joins them.
By Ihuoma

Ezeh and Angela

Fedrick
Black College Wire
Ask Yolanda Whitted about her life
and she will tell you that she is a
mother, a teacher, a manager and a
student.
An English education senior at
North Carolina Central University
holding down a 3.3 GPA, Whitted is
home-schooling her 9-year-old son,
Jayon.
She also manages Jesus and Me
Christian Street Productions, a nonprofit organization that supports atrisk children.
This leaves little time for sleep. On a
good night, Whitted will get five
hours
"From the time I wake up in the
morning until the time I go to bed,
there is not a time that I am not doing
something," said Whitted.
Nationally, 13.3 percent of college
students were single parents in 19992000, according to the latest available
figures from the National Center for
Education Statistics.
For whites, the figure was 10.5 percent; for Latinos, 17.3 percent; for
Asians, 10.2 percent and for American
Indian/Alaska Natives, 20.4 percent.
For black or African American students, the figure was 28.8 percent.
Sophomore Xenovia Lewis, who is
majoring in criminal justice at North
Carolina Central, is a mother of four:
Quianna, 9, Quiesha, 8, Kwi'Shawn, 3,
and KiaAsiah, 2.
"It takes a lot of determination,
courage and hard work to make it
through every single day," said Lewis
Being a good example to her children is a top priority for Lewis, even
when times get tough.
"I have no excuse for not excelling
because my children look up to me.
The only support that I get is earned
by working. I receive no support from
any agencies because they would not
let me work or go to school full-time."
Lewis had her first child, Quianna, a
year out of high school. She then
joined the Navy to make ends meet.
She said her biggest fear was that her
children might go through the same
cycle becoming young single parents.
According to Shaunte Rivera, a nursing freshman at North Carolina
Central, "through every passing day is
a discovery of new challenges."
Rivera is raising two children, Daeza,
2, and Jaida, 18 months.
She gets support from the Interfaith
Hospitality Network, which provides
day-care vouchers, and lives at
Genesis, a transitional home, with
seven other women and their 14 children.
Rivera said this way of life can be
difficult for anyone.
"Each of us has different goals in life.
It's very hard to deal with all these
traumas, yet keep up with school
work."
Thinking of her children and their
future is what makes it worthwhile.
"My kids keep me going," she said.
"I am all that they have. I have to be a
good example so they can see me succeed in my life, and therefore, succeed

-

in theirs

"Hard work and struggling got me
NCCU. So while I'm here, I have to
make the best use of my opportunity.
"I want my kids to be strong, independent women. I want them to see
how mommy has struggled to provide
them with their basic needs. I want
them to do even better in their own
lives," said Rivera,
Rivera said younger students who
are not doing well in school should be
more aware of the consequences that
result from slacking off.
"Look at what you have now and
what you aspire to have and reevaluate yourself. Be honest with yourself
because, truth be told, you don't need
clubs, boyfriends or girlfriends right
now," she said.
"You can thoose to work hard now
and enjoy later, or choose to enjoy now
and spend the rest of your life working
and chasing a few dollars."
For Destiny Stokes and her
boyfriend, life is on a tight schedule. A
sophomore at Clark Atlanta University,
she typically starts her school day with
an early morning feeding of her sixmonth-old daughter Selah. She prepares for school by getting her books
and schoolwork together while making sure little Selah is settled.
When 10 a.m. rolls around, Stokes is
relieved by Selah's father, a sophomore, so she can shower and head to
her 11 a.m. class.
"We work together. Once my •
boyfriend gets out of class, that allows
me enough time to get ready for my
class," Stokes said.
On afternoons, when the two are tied
up with class, Stokes' mother baby-sits.
According to Stokes, the decision to
be a mother and finish school was a
true test of her strength.
"My freshman year, I was attending
Xavier ., and I found out I was pregnant. My boyfriend was attending a
community college at the time," Stokes
said.
Throughout college, Stokes' grandmother had been her financial backbone. But her grandmother threatened
to stop funding Stokes' college education unless she had an abortion.
"Abortion was not an option for me,"
Stokes said. Then three months pregnant, Stokes learned to find strength in
herself and her boyfriend while facing
exclusion from her family.
"My grandmother eventually went
ahead in helping me with my college
education, realizing that I was not
going to have an abortion. Some family members were trying to convince
me that [abortion] was justa 'speck of
blood,' but looking at my daughter, I
know better," Stokes said.
In the end, Stokes' family came
around. With open arms, they welcomed her when she and her
boyfriend decided to move to Atlanta
and finish school at Clark.
"They adore Selah," she said.
"I have to graduate because I want
my daughter to be proud of me, and I
want to be proud of myself," she
added
Stokes warned students against judging those who find themselves performing the juggling act of both parent
and student.

.

"You never know a person's situation. Some women are raped or married; you never know," she said.
Stokes plans to start an organization

on campus to help mothers and
expecting mothers who attend college.
"The organization will help with transportation needs as well as general support," she said.
That idea has already taken hold at
Howard University, where the Howard
University Student-Parent Support
Group was established in 2000. The
students help each other with babysitting emergencies, car-pooling and
other assistance. Administered by
Howard's College of Arts and Sciences,
the group provides student parents
with workshops, book vouchers and
crucial access to grants. The students
also participate in an outreach program in which they encourage high
school parents to pursue higher education.

Among this group's concerns is lack
of accommodations for children in
such places as the library.
"A lot of times they are eliminated
from some of the academic support
tools that other students can get
because they have children," adviser
Linda Jones said.
Dr. Franklin D. Chambers, vice
provost for student affairs, said he was
sensitive to such issues. "We are actually reviewing that policy," he said.
"The reason that students with children (or just children in general) have
not been allowed in many facilities are
for liability reasons."
While 16.5 percent of female college
students nationally were parents,
according to the figures for 1999-2000,
so were 9.1 percent of male students
men such as Kenneth Lewis, a junior
at Clark Atlanta.
Lewis cried tears of joy when his
daughter Aneesa was born on Jan. 15,
"I am finishing this semester and taking the next semester off while my
fiancee goes on maternity leave," he
said.
Lewis said he and his fiancee, also a
student at Clark Atlanta, would help
each other to finish school. "I am a
firm believer in finishing what you
start," he said, adding that he believed
a child has given him extra focus in
making sure he accomplishes his

—

goals.
"I expected to be busy and tired, but
didn't know to what extent it would

put a strain on my body," he said. "I'm
kind of tired. Talking about fatherhood
and living it are two different things."
"I am blessed to have the support of
my family and fiancee; everyone does

not have that," Lewis said.
Lewis does not look down on those
who decide to quit school, he said,
because he believes that "people have
to do what they have to do."

Ihuoma Ezeh, a student at North
Carolina Central University, writes for
The Campus Echo; Angela Fedrick, a student at Clark Atlanta University, writes
for The CAU Panther. Heather Maison, a
student at Howard University who writes
for The Hilltop, also contributed to this
report.

In the 1970s and '80s, the late color researcher Carlton
Wagner put the same coffee in four different colored canisters. Samplers judged the brew from the yellow can too
weak, from the brown can too strong, from the blue can
mild and from the red can ideally rich.
Red is not the only red-hot hue. Pink is another strong
seller. Research shows that people say pastries taste better
in a pink box than any other color, and they'll willingly pay
more for them.
Cosmetics packaged in pink are also more likely to sell

Location, Location,
Location.

Research shows that items at eye level
outsell goods on other shelves by as
much as three to one.
Interestingly, products near the
floor do better than those on the top
shelf. Savvy sellers also place items
with something that complements them ~
for instance, cookies next to the milk, barbecue sauce above
the spareribs ~ so thatyou'll buy both.

VHlhilflRI
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The Price is Right.

Ever notice how many items are priced at $10.99, $15.99
and $20.99? Nine is the most popular final digit on products
because it makes people think they're getting a bargain.

The Power of Touch.

Placing everything from sweaters to bed linens on displays that consumers can touch increases
store sales. That's because people like to
feel fabrics before they buy them.

-

«:

Getting Personal.

Each year, 78 percent of us cash in
coupons but the newest twist is personalized product pitches.
Working with Internet coupon firms,
some companies are creating customized
■ coupons and sending them to consumers
in hopes of luring them into stores and boosting sales.

The Shoppmg-Cart Strategy

Carts are nolonger just for grocery
discount stores. Studies show that
shoppers buy more at other retail
outlets when they have a cart.
Retailers such as Sears and Old
Navy are now making carts available in some of their stores
Beware the size of your shopping
cart. The larger the cart, the more
goodies we're likely to put in it.

t|

Remember, always remain fashionable, not
fashionDISabledl!
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Apartment Living Next Best Thing
The needjor independence and the housing lottery may cause some people

to start

apartment hunting
"It keeps people from getting into trouble for other
people's mistakes," said

Barksdale.

It is also set up where all
of the utilities are included
in the rent and students
only have to write one
check as opposed to paying
for each utility separately.
Before making the final
judgment, Barksdale also
suggests considering the
apartment's location to
Collegiate Commons has campus along with its price,
helped to solve the
"It was close to school and
housing problem for
had a good price for all
that's included," said
many Aggies.
Brower.

If student apartments are
not the route that you want
to take, traditional apartments are the other way to
g°-

Management representa-

tives from Deep River
Pointe in High Point warn

students to set their rent

budget about $100 lower

Photos by Shevaun J. Lassitei

New dormitories like Pride Hall (above) have not resolved the lack of student housing for many.

By Stancheka

Boone

Contributor

Having your own apartment gives you more freedom and
more responsibility.
For unlucky housing lottery students and those students
who feel they have outgrown the dorm room, apartment
living is the next best thing.
With enrollment well over 10,000 students, more than
7,000 are commuters and don't live on campus. Apartment
living offers freedoms that are not available while living in
the dorms. You can come and go as you please, cook whenever you are ready and have all the co-ed visitation that you
want.

Marcus Brower, a sophomore finance major, said he
would have moved off campus eventually, but housing
shortages caused him to move last year.

"There is more privacy and no rules," said Brower.
Before moving into the first apartment that you get to,
there are factors to consider. The decision definitely should
not be made without first doing your research.
Students interested in moving into an apartment should
create and keep in mind a budget before getting started. If
you are trying to save money, roommates are an answer.
The more roommates you have, the cheaper the apartment.
You should also decide between living in a traditional
apartment and living in a student apartment. Traditional
apartments come with more responsibilities, whereas student apartments usually provide the total package.
Josh Barksdale, senior manager of Pickering Student
Housing, says that student housing is easier for students to
manage.
Pickering Student Housing offers individual leases where
each tenant rents a bedroom. This makes everyone responsible for themselves. Late rent payments and other troubles
will not become the burden of the other roommates.

than the amount they are
actually able to pay. That
extra $100 can be put
towards paying utilities.
Also make sure that the
apartment is energy efficient because that affects how much you pay for utilities. In
addition, the management should be dependable.
"If there is something that doesn't work, let them know so
that they can fix it right away/ said a Deep River Pointe
apartment representative.
Who your roommates are can affect your living conditions in the apartment. The management from both properties agree that living with people that you know is a good
idea.
"Personally, I would rather move in with someone that I
am already comfortable with," said Barksdale.
"These are the best years of your life, don't let anybody
mess that up for you," said a Deep River Pointe representative.

«
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50 Cent to drop 'The
Massacre' early because
of bootleggers
By Charles Darden
Contributor

The kid from Queens is
back again and this time is
taking no prisoners on "The
Massacre."
Because of bootlegging
surrounding "The
Massacre," Interscope
records decided to push 50
Cent's album release date to
the 3rd of March. While the
streets are buzzing about his
new CD, fans will love 50's
new LP because of how he
has broadened his approach
on this album. With "Disco
Inferno" and "Candy Shop"
getting major spins right
now, the most talked-about
record right now by 50 is

"Piggybank."

On this record 50 takes
shots at Jadakiss, Fat Joe,
Nas, Shyne, Kelis, and Ja
Rule. The remarks about
Jadakiss and Fat Joe stem
from their participation on
"New York" with Ja Rule. 50
maintains that these lyrics
are "facts" others will call
"disses," as the G-Unit captain raps, "That fat n—a
thought 'Lean Back' was 'In
Da Club'/ My sh- sold 11
mil, his sh— was a dud/
Jada, don't f- - with me if
you want to eat/ 'Cause I'll
do your little ass like Jay did
Mobb Deep.
Later, 50 takes aim at hiphop's latest newlyweds,
scoffing, and "Kelis says her
milkshake bring all the boys
to the yard / Then Nas went
and tattooed the b-— on his
arm."
As the record closes, 50

highest selling album
in 2003
dares anyone who may have

caught feelings because of
the song to "do something
now" - "You gotta so do
something/ C'mon, man,
everybody's listening."

His rivals in the 'hood
don't mince their intentions
or words on "I'm Supposed

tures a diss song
titled "Piggybank."
to Die Tonight," a track that
was produced by Eminem.
It's as clear that they want to
make sure 50's friends do
some loud singing and slow
walking dressed in their

church-service best. Before
any hit man can get the
drop on him, though, 50
plans to turn the tables. "All
through the 'hood I keep
hearing n- —as saying I'm
supposed to die tonight," 50
sings on the record's chorus, using his melodic acumen to glide across Em's
macabre beat. "N—as done
put a hit out and they talking like the sh- OK/ I'm
gonna ride tonight."
50 and Slim Shady connect
again later on "Gatman and
Robin." Eminem actually
rhymes on this record, comparing himself and his compatriot to Siamese twins
because they made a pact to
hold each other down in
troubled times and have no
problem adopting each
other's beefs. 50 pulls out
the weapons of mass
destruction he keeps on his
hip while Marshall Mathers
says he doesn't want any
peace treaty with his foes
Dave Mays and Benzino,
50 shows his soft side of
affection on "Build You Up,"
which features Jamie Foxx.
"I'm writing this song
instead of a love letter," he
divulges on the record.
"They gonna play it a hundred times a day/1 figured
when you hear it, you'll stop
and think of me."
Overall if fans thought
that 50's career was over,
guess again 50 is back and
with more venom than ever.

—
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African American actors win big at this

year's Oscar's

HONORARY AWARD
Sidney Lumet

ACTOR IN A LEADING
ROLE
Jamie Foxx
"RAY"
ACTOR IN A SUPPORTING ROLE
Morgan Freeman
"MILLION DOLLAR
BABY"
ACTRESS IN A LEADING ROLE

Hilary Swank
"MILLION DOLLAR
BABY"
ACTRESS IN A SUPPORTING ROLE
Cate Blanchett
"THE AVIATOR"

ANIMATED FEATURE
FILM
"THE INCREDIBLES"
Brad Bird

MAKEUP
"LEMONY SNICKET'S A
SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS"
Valli O'Reilly and Bill
Corso

Jamie Foxx won his

first Oscar for his stellar performance in
"Ray."
Ross Kauffman and Zana

Briski

DOCUMENTARY

SHORT SUBJECT
"MIGHTY TIMES: THE

CINEMATOGRAPHY
THE AVIATOR
Robert Richardson

COSTUME DESIGN
"THE AVIATOR"
Sandy Powell
DIRECTING
"MILLION DOLLAR
BABY"
Clint Eastwood
DOCUMENTARY FEATURE
"BORN INTO
BROTHELS"

MUSIC (SONG)
"THE MOTORCYCLE
DIARIES"
"Al Otro Lado Del Rio"
Music and Lyric by Jorge
Drexler
WRITING (ADAPTED
SCREENPLAY)

"SIDEWAYS"
Screenplay by Alexander
Payne & Jim Taylor
WRITING (ORIGINAL

ART DIRECTION
THE AVIATOR
Dante Ferretti (Art
Direction); Francesca Lo
Schiavo (Set Decoration)
BEST PICTURE
MILLION DOLLAR
BABY
Clint Eastwood, Albert S.
Ruddy and Tom Rosenberg

MUSIC (SCORE)
"FINDING NEVERLAND"
Jan A.P. Kaczmarek

SCREENPLAY)

was a big winner at
the Oscar Awards

"ETERNAL SUNSHINE
OF THE SPOTLESS MIND"
Screenplay by Charlie
Kaufman; Story by Charlie
Kaufman & Michel Gondry
& Pierre Bismuth
SHORT FILM (ANIMATED)

CHILDREN'S MARCH"
Robert Hudson and Bobby

"RYAN"
Chris Landreth

Houston

FILM EDITING
"THE AVIATOR"
Thelma Schoonmaker
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FILM

"THE SEA INSIDE
SPAIN"
Directed by Alejandro
Amenabar
HONORARY AWARD
Roger Mayer

SHORT FILM (LIVE
ACTION)

"WASP"
Andrea Arnold
VISUAL EFFECTS
"SPIDER-MAN 2"
John Dykstra, Scott
Stokdyk, Anthony
LaMolinara and John
Frazier

For a complete list of the
Oscar Winner's, got to
www.oscars.com.

SEEING DOUBLE ON
OSCAR NIGHT
By Alexis K. Mason

Contributor
On Feb. 27, actors and
actress from around the
world gathered to celebrate
the 77th Annual Academy
Awards show. This show is
the most influential, most
prestigious, and famous of
film awards, this award is
the one that every actor and
actress dreams of getting.
The 77th Academy
Awards Ceremony was certainly a memorable one,
with more surprises and
controversy than in past
years. While there were
some obvious winners who
were expected to take home
statuettes, some of the
biggest awards were uncertain until the moment the
envelope was opened.
Jamie Foxx won the bestactor Academy Award on
Sunday for his role in "Ray,"
in* which he delivered an
uncanny emulation of late
great singer Ray Charles.
Morgan Freeman won supporting-actor for "Million
Dollar Baby," making him
and Foxx only the second
time in Oscar history that
African-Americans won two
of the four acting honors,
following the Denzel
Washington and Halle Berry
triumph three years ago for
"Training Day" and
"Monster's Ball."
Foxx led the Oscar audience in a rendition of the
call-and-response chant
from Charles' 1959 hit
"What'd I Say." Then the
comic-turned-actor delivered the most moving
speech of the night. Foxx
choked back tears as he
remembered his late grand-

mother, who raised him as a
child and supported his acting career.
"She talks to me in my
dreams," said Foxx. "And I
can't wait to go to sleep
tonight, because we've got a
lot to talk about."
Clint Eastwood received
the best director Academy
Award for "Million Dollar
Baby."
Hilary Swank also
became a double Academy
Award winner on Sunday.
Winning the best-actress
award for her role in
"Million Dollar Baby," and
her role in "Boys Don't Cry"
five years ago.
Beyonce also grabbed the
spotlight at this year's
Oscars with her astonishing
three performances, out of
the five nominated songs.
She sang "Believe (from
"Polar Express") and "Learn
to be Lonely" (from "The
Phantom if the Opera.")
The Destiny's Child diva
delivered her most impressive performance during the
classical ballad, "Vois Sur
Ton Chemin (from Look to
your Path.")
Unlike last year, When
"The Lord of the Ring: The
Return of the King" dominated the awards and flatout took all four acting
awards, this years Oscars
shook things up, with only
Foxx as a virtual lock-in to
win.

Much like the twist and
turns of the award winners,
the Oscars turned heads
with this year's host comedian Chris Rock. Although
Rock was this year's host, he
could not resist poking fun
at the awards show. In an
interview with

Entertainment Weekly, Rock
called the notion of giving
awards for art "idiotic" and
said he has never cared for
the Academy Awards,
which he compared to a
"fashion show." He said the
only time he watched was
when black actors were
nominated
Despite Rock's comments
toward the Oscars on
Sunday night he hosted the
Oscars for the first time. He
entered the theatre on
Sunday to a standing ovation, a clear show of support
despite others reaction.
Rock delivered a clean show
and did nothing to rile the
FCC, as some had feared,
but what he did do was give
"The 77th Annual Academy
Awards" a much-needed
makeover.
In its never-ending quest
to shake off its cobwebs, the
Oscar cast had taken an
unusually bold step in hiring Rock. For many viewers, there was more suspense in seeing what the
comedian might say or do
than in finding out who
would claim this year's crop
of trophies.
The year's award show
was full of history making
surprises. The show provided a variety for its everchanging audience and even
made an attempt to reach
out to the younger audience,
but ratings were still not as
high as they hoped. What
more can the Oscars do? I
guess we'll have to wait and
see next year.
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Word on the Street
'50 Cent Edition'
By Myna Watford

Contributor
Now usually I don't draw
any extra attention to someone of 50's caliber (especially considering how he
thrives off of all the attention), but lately he's been
really bugging. I mean with
all the hype surrounding
him, his head is the size of
Times Square alone. But
don't worry, you'll find in
the next few articles it's gotten even biggerl Check it
out
Can t We All Just Get
Along?

Maybe it's just me, but I

am so sickened by 50's
shady antics when it comes

to hip-hop right now! It's
bad enough that he won't let
the beef between him and Ja
Rule die for goodness sake,
but to start unnecessary beef
is just down-right ignorant.
50's sophomore LP, The
Massacre, officially came
out on March 3, and for
weeks the hip-hop world
has been buzzing about the
track "Piggy Bank," its
author's musical declaration
of war on such artists as
Jadakiss, Nas, Fat Joe and
Shyne. Some say 50's committing career suicide by
going at so many top-flank
MCs at once, some say he's
making the ultimate chess
move. But the brawny MC
says he's just defending
himself
"I think they've mistaken
me," 50 snorts. "Their
actions come from their
interaction with the guy in
this spot before me, Jay-Z. I
think Jay-Z, he doesn't mind
them saying things and
doing what they doing
'cause he's looking at them
like 'bum-ass n— as.' So he
don't say nothing to them
because he feels they're
beneath him. But I got the
time and energy to ruin
what is left of their careers
"It's cool, this is what I'm
used to," 50 adds matter-offactly. "It's actually a comfort zone for me to have
issues."

On "Piggy Bank," 50 calls
Nas a sucker for love and
makes fun of the recently
married King of
Queensbridge for tattooing
a picture of his wife, Kelis,
on his arm. Evidently, 50
still has a sour taste in his
mouth from this past summer, when Nas held a free
concert in New York's
Central Park and said to the
crowd, "I wanna thank
every one of y'all for coming
out and representing that
real street New York shNot that fake sh-, not that
50 Cent." Although reports
state that no comments were
directed at 50. Nas has,
however, recently come out
on New York radio and said
that he will respond if anyone - including 50 - wants to
battle him.
Fat Joe, meanwhile, says,
"I never said nothing to 50,
sent no subliminal shots, or
had any beef with the kid.
I'm not a battle rapper; my
thing is to take it to the
streets. For him, this is just a
battle rap. Forget Ja Rule
and him, that's real beef, but
[his problems] with Fat Joe,
Nas and Jada, this is only to
spark sales for his album
and spark hype. It's so blatant. But I'ma address the n~a one time on my album,
one time only, and hopefully
we can move on from
there."
Jada couldn't be reached
for comment, but his LOXmate Styles P. - whom 50
also says has thrown subliminal barbs at him - says
his crew's hands are tied
because they are on the
same label with 50 and they
know Interscope is going to
favor 50 due to his big sales

potential. "I just try to fall
back and be a businessman,"
Styles says. "Some things
don't make sense to get into,
That's not a winning situation for us, money-wise."
50 doesn't seem to mind
one way or another if anybody strikes back at him
now, and almost laughs at
the thought of Fat Joe and
Jadakiss coming for
revenge. "Fat Joe and
Jadakiss, come on, manThey don't even count," he
scoffs, citing their less-thanplatinum sales status.
Listening to 50, it's clear
he's adopted the mantra "the
friend of my enemy is my
enemy." Deeply rooted at
the heart of his disdain for
Joe and Jada is their appearance on the song "New
York" with 50's arch-nemesis, Ja Rule. 50 says that by
the two of them riding with
Rule on the song, they were
helping to undermine his
plan to end Ja's career. Even
R. Kelly caught 50's wrath
this summer at New York's
Hot 97 Summer Jam concert
because of his ties to Ja
Rule
Now after reading this
article and the ones to follow, you should question
whether or not supporting
50's album's is really a good
move. Just think if he's
going after all the heavy
weights now, who will he
go after next? Besides if you'
must hear the "Massacre"
nobody ever said anything
was wrong with boot legging...or did they?
The Game is Over for
Former G-Unit Rapper
As if him starting trouble
outside the camp wasn't
enough, 50 brought it home
when he went to New
York's Hot 97 radio station,
and dismissed Game from
G-Unit, like Bobby and
Whitney from a "Role
Model" retreat.
Apparently Game was trying to get into the building
while 50 Cent was on the air
disclosing that the
Compton, Calif, native was
being kicked out of the GUnit. According to the
source, Game and company
were not allowed into the
building and subsequently
started quarreling with a
group of individuals who
were leaving Hot 97. The
altercation led to a man
being shot at least once in
the left leg. He was rushed
to St. Vincent's Hospital.
Police have confirmed the
victim was a 24-year-old
man from Compton and
that he was struck just outside the building. However,
contrary to some reports
that have surfaced, the
police say the man was not
likely a part of 50 Cent's
entourage, but they are still
investigating. Police say 50
himself was not involved in
the dispute.
There were also shots fired
outside the office of Violator
Management - the company
that manages 50 Cent, Busta
Rhymes, Tweet and Missy
Elliott - on Monday night,
but no one was injured,
according to police. There
are no suspects as of yet in
either shooting.
On the radio Monday
night, 50 - accompanied by
Tony Yayo, Lloyd Banks and
Olivia told Funkmaster
Flex that the Game was
being excommunicated from
the G-Unit because he felt
the West Coast MC was disloyal.
50 told Flex he was disappointed with comments
Game made on the station
Saturday night, when Ga*me
revealed he would not be
getting involved in the beefs
50 is stirring up with "Piggy
Bank"
According to Flex, Game
even said he was going to

-

do a song with Nas. "He's

gone," 50 scoffed. "He might

as well make the record."50
also said Game should stop
saying "G-Unit." "He thinks
he's doing me a favor when
he says that."
During his conversation
with Flex, 50 claimed
Interscope was going to
drop the Game until 50
stepped in and got involved
with The Documentary. 50
also insisted that he's making more money off The
Documentary than Game is,
and that he wrote more choruses than he's credited for.
Believe it or not, Game
was on Hot 97 earlier in the
evening, talking to host
Angie Martinez. When listeners called in to ask about
his and 50's problems, Game
simply said he was going to
continue to make "good
music." Two nights prior,
Game had said on-air that
he and 50 did not have to be
friends as long as they
worked toward that same
common goal: making good

-
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Tyler Perry
scores big with
'Diary of a Mad
Black Woman'

Chris Hewitt

KRT

Kimberly Elise

pulls a David Blaine
in "Diary of a Mad
Black Woman"
She's litera

For weeks there'd been
rumors of friction within the
G-Unit camp, but they'd
always been downplayed or
outright dismissed the talk,
and they even held it
together long enough to
shoot a joint video for "Hate
It or Love It," which
debuted Monday on "TRL."
I guess there you have it
folks, 50 is apparently the
new "Black Jesus" of hiphop! "Guess Again"

Why Nas Feels the CB4
Gangsta's are Giving HipHop a Bad Name
Of course Nas is an expert
in battle rapping, so will we

comedy that fea-

Madea, who packs both a
pistol and more homespun

tures "Big Momma's
House"-style drag, with
Tyler Perry falsettoing his
way through bawdy dialogue along the lines of
"Call the po-po, ho!" That
these two strands

wisdom than Dr. Phil.
Madea is played by actor
Tyler Perry (who also wrote
the script and appears in
two other, male roles), a
gimmick that is occasionally
off-putting because when
there's a laugh to be had,.
Perry tears into it like a lion
munching on a zebra
corpse. We're supposed to
think of Madea as a woman,
not as a man playing a
woman, but Perry's early
scenes are so shticky that it's
hard not to notice the dude
under all the makeup.
Perry eventually settles
down, though, and it
becomes clear that the
strength of "Diary" is its
refusal to bow to convention. Veering from a vicious
Whitney Houston joke to
schmaltzy sentiment within
a scene and then sending
Helen off on a wacko
vengeance spree (the "Mad"
in the title isn't kidding),
"Diary" is as boisterous, confusing and entertaining as
Helen's mixed-up life.

ome together is a
e to Elise's talent,

ng lent her ferocious
ence to
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and darned
if she isn't
good in
both of
'em.
Half of
"Diary" is
a soap
opera with

hern sentiments

ght out of

Hallmark's

Mahogany line ol
greeting cards: "When you
smile, my world is alright."
"You've got the strength
God gave women to survive." The other half is a

"Beloved,"

"Woman, Thou Art Loosed"
and "John Q," it's refreshing
to see Elise in a movie
where she's not smoking
crack or getting whipped all
the time. "Diary of a Mad
Black Woman" has its heavy
moments her character,
Helen, is kicked to the curb
by her her wealthy, lying
husband, so she's basically
every Toni Braxton breakup
song rolled into one.
But it's a pleasure to see
Elise giving graceful truth to
the role of an ordinary person stuck in lousy situations
that are played for laughs.
Especially since we also get
to see Elise unleash righteous anger on her ex in
scenes so thrillingly vital
that it made we wish somebody would cast her as
Lady Macbeth pronto.
The other key character is
Helen's grandmother,

be hearing a song the caliber
of "Ether" coming soon from
the Queensbridge MC?
"I need a good opponent
to go after, then it's all
good," Nas said with a smile
on Friday in New York.
"The game is looking terrible. It's a lot of guys out
here, 'CB4' gangstas, making
the rap game look bad.
Fourteen-year-olds might be
believing in these guys, and
a lot of these guys that are
here are walking train
wrecks and they're miserable. I pray for the upliftment of hip-hop, so I'm
working on this next album,
NASDAQ Dow Jones, coming to y'all real soon."
Nas doesn't have a solid
release date for the project,
but hinted it may be out as
early as this summer.
Well personally I can't
wait; the hip-hop world
needs some fresh lyrics that
don'trevolve around conquering your opponent and
crushing them to pieces.
Take It Off
Who wants to see Kanye
West naked? "Playgiri" magazine is giving him an offer
that he has yet to refuse.
The offer came after Kanye
went off about not getting a
cut of money made by magazines whose covers he
appears on. Most magazines
have totally brushed him off
saying there are mutual
publicity benefits for both
the magazine and the artist,
So far, there's no word on
whether West will take up
"Playgirl's" offer. But if he
does, he wouldn't be the
first rap star to do so. Big
Daddy Kane appeared in
"Playgirl" back in the early
1990s.

All of the

information com-

piled above was obtained from
mtv.com, rapdirt.com and
uptoparr.com.
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LADY AGGIES WIN BACK-TO-BACK
OVER RATTLERS AND WILDCATS
By

Terrence Hilliard

Contributor

Photo by Gregory Bond

A&T's Kira Tillman (23) pressures Florida
A&M's Dierdre' Tyus (15).

With the MEAC
Tournament approaching,
the Lady Aggies are showing that they still care about
their spot in the tournament. On Feb. 26, the Lady
Aggies battled back to beat
Florida A&M 67-62 after
being down 13 points with
eight minutes remaining.
A&T held Florida A&M to
just three field goals in the
closing minutes. Defense
was the key for the Lady
Aggies victory, but it was
playmaker Shareka Glover's
offense that made the big
difference. Glover scored 21
second-half points and finished the night with 25
points and five assists,
Glover made back-to-back
jumpers to cut the Lady
Rattlers lead down to nine
with a little over seven minutes to play. She later made
a layup and then found
teammate LaKeisha

Aggies victorious

Williams for a wide-open
jumper that got the Lady
Aggies within three, 56-53,
with 4:16 remaining.
Just over 2 minutes later,
Glover buried a 3-pointer
that cut the lead to one, 5958, with 2:06 remaining. On
the ensuing possession, Kira
Tillman got a steal and a
layup which began the lead,
60-59, with a little under a
minute remaining. A&T
would complete the season
sweep of FAMU (10-15, 7-9
MEAC).
"We just came together
and picked it up," said
Glover. "We knew that this
was our game. We got off a
little slow but we turned it
around and put it together."
This is the first season
since 1996-97 that Howard,
Morgan State and Norfolk
State have all fell victim to
the Lady Aggies' comefrom-behind wins
In a losing effort, Ariel
Towns led Florida A&M
with 17 points and a gamehigh nine rebounds.
A&T head coach Saudia

over

Wildcats but fall to Rattlers
By Gregory

Bond

Sports Editor

All season, the Aggies had
problems keeping leads late
in the game. It was deja vu
all over again as the Aggies
blew a 19-point lead to let
Florida A&M come back
and win 89-85 in double
overtime on Feb. 26 at
Corbett.
Florida A&M (12-13, 9-7
MEAC) had five players
scoring in double figures.
O.J. Sumterled the Rattlers
with 21 points and grabbed
11 rebounds. Michael
Harper contributed with 16
and Michael Ayodele added
15 for the Rattlers.
The Aggies had a 19-point
lead with 12:45 remaining in
the second half.
Steven Koger was the hot
man for the Aggies. While
A&T's leading scorer Sean
Booker fouled out with only
five points, Koger scored 25
points, including making six
3-pointers. Demetrius
Guions scored 17 points and
Jason Wills added 15.
In the first overtime,
Dejuan Morrison missed a
layup and missed the put
back as time expired, sending the game into a second
overtime.

In the second overtime,

Tony Tate made a jumper
with less than a minute to
play to give Florida A&M
an 85-81 lead. Tate and
Jonathan Kelly made key
free throws to finish the
Aggies off,
On Feb. 28, the Aggies still
had a bad taste of the 89-85
loss to Florida A&M. The
Aggies made key free
throws in the last minute
and made key defensive
stops to defeat BethuneCookman 63-60 at Corbett,
Antonio Webb had the hot
hand for the Wildcats (1215,8-9). Webb scored 23
points, including hitting five
of 10 from 3-point land.
"He (Webb) shoots the
lights out," said Aggies
head coach Jerry Eaves. "I
think that both teams were
evenly matched. They battled and we battled."
Booker led the way with
23 points including hitting
nine of 10 from the free
throw line,
Booker was responsible
for guarding Webb during
the last couple of minutes.
"He is a good player,"
said Booker. "The last time
we played he stepped up in
the clutch in the second half.
We just want to contest his
shots and rebound the ball."
The Aggies (6-22, 5-12)

was very impressive from
the free throw line, making
80 percent.
Jason Wills scored 10
points and grabbed six
rebounds.
The Aggies will play their
;gular-season finale against

South Carolina State on
Saturday at 4 p.m. on Senior
Night. The Aggies will play
in the MEAC Tournament
on Mar. 7-12 at Richmond,
Va.

Photo by Chad Roberts

The Aggies have doubled their win total from
last year.

CORBETT HONORED
AT HALFTIME
From

for the most consecutive
tournament titles in NCAA
history. Corbett led the
Aggies to their first NCAA
tournament appearance in
1982 with the loss to West
Virginia. Corbett led the
Aggies to the NCAA tournament six more times. In
1984, A&T almost pulled off
a major upset in the NCAA
tournament, losing 70-69 to
Morehead State.
Corbett retired from
coaching after the 1992-93

the Register

Sports Department

On Feb. 26, former A&T
basketball head coach Don
Corbett was honored at halftime of the N.C. A&T and
Florida A&M game for his
contributions to the school.
Before coming to A&T,
Corbett coached at Lincoln
University. After his time at
Lincoln, Corbett came to
A&T in 1979 replacing Gene
Littles.
His first year was rough as
he went 9-19. Corbett
bounced back and guided
the Aggies to a 21-8 season
and into the NIT tourna-

season,

Corbett is the second alltime winningiest coach in

school history behind Cal
Irvin. Corbett's record was
251-151 during his 14 seasons at A&T.

ment.

From there on the Aggies
won the MEAC tournament
eight times from 1981-88,
which ties with Kentucky

Photo by Gregory Bond

Don Corbett led the Aggies to seven straight
NCAA tournament appereances.

Roundtree reached her
career high in wins
Still on their quest to reach
.500 in the MEAC, the Lady
Aggies rumbled over
Bethune-Cookman 54-47 on
Feb. 28 at Corbett.
"l am happy for the girls
and for the program," said
Roundtree. "We tried to
make strides to get better. It
was all a team effort. I give
them the credit for working
hard."
Both teams struggled,
shooting just over 30 percent, as Bethune-Cookman
(4-18, 3-13) made just 9-of-29
shots from the field in the
second half, while N.C. A&T
(9-17, 8-9) shot 10-of-32.
Despite the horrible offensive efforts, Tillman, who
also struggled during the
night, scored huge for the
Lady Aggies. Tillman scored
eight of her 10 points in the
final seven minutes.
Their lead began after
Tillman came big with a
steal and a layup to put her
team up 45-44 with 7:09
remaining. On the Lady

Aggies next possession/
Tillman capitalized on a
Bethune-Cookman turnover
by hitting a driving layup to
push the lead to three.
Soon after Cassandra
Calcagno converted a layup
for the Lady Wildcats,
Yanumbe Sherman hit a 3pointer to give A&T a 52-46
lead with just under three
minutes to play. BethuneCookman was held to just
one free throw the rest of
the game.
Williams led A&T with 12
points and seven rebounds.
Glover added 11 points,
seven rebounds and four
assists. Tia Richardson came
up big with a career-high 13
rebounds.
Sara Johnson led the Lady
Wildcats with 15 points and
10 rebounds.
With a victory over S.C.
State on March 5th at 2 p.m
on Senior Day in Corbett
Sports Center, A&T can finish at .500 in the MEAC for
the first time in eight years.

Aggies take two of
three over Bulldogs
By Gregory Bond
Sports Editor

The Aggies won two of
three games over GardnerWebb over the weekend.
On Feb. 26, the Aggies
split the doubleheader with
a 5-2 win in game one and
the Bulldogs came back
with a 16-4 win at Boilings
Springs, N.C.
In game one, Michael
Hauff struck out 11 batters,
had five hits and gave up
two runs in seven innings
for the Aggies.
The offense backed up
Hauff. Chris Williams hit a
two-run homer and Charlie
Gamble and Jeremy Jones
each added a solo shot for
the Aggies.
Matt Maloney hit a home
run for the Bulldogs and
Ryan Sickles had the other
RBI for Gardner-Webb.
In game two, the Bulldogs'
bats came out swinging as
Gardner-Webb blasted the
Aggies 16-4.
The Aggies jumped out to
a 4-0 lead in the first inning,
but Gardner-Webb scored
nine times in the second to

take the lead for good,
Brad Dees was 2 for 3 with
a homerun and five RBIs
and Jeremy McCainn was 2
for 3 with three RBIs.
Ian Digiorgio took the loss
allowing 12 runs on 10 hits
in 3.1 innings.
On Feb. 27, freshman Jqrm
Primus pitched a one-hitter
in over eight innings as
A&T defeated GardnerWebb 3-1 at War Memorial
Stadium.
Gardner-Webb (5-5)
scored their only run without even getting a hit.
Maloney was walked and
was moved to second with a
balk. He was sent home on
an error for their only score.
Gamble scored two of the
three runs in the afternoon.
He had a RBI single in the
second inning and ran home
on a sacrifice fly by Raul
Santiago,
PJ. Milford was the only
Bulldog who earned a hit
off of Primus
The Aggies will play
against the University of
Albany on Mar. 4-6 at War
Memorial Stadium.

UNC-Asheville
tennis beats A&T
From the Register

Sports Department

UNC-Asheville men's and
women's tennis teams
defeated the Aggies 6-1 on
Feb. 26 at Aggie Tennis
Center
In the singles for the men,
Julien Vulliez (UNCA)
defeated Jeremy Martin 6-1,
6-2. Damian Martin (NCAT)
defeated John Rambotas, 63, 3-2, ret. Paul Ambrose
(UNCA) defeated Elded
Stevens 6-0, 6-2. Mauricio
Correa (UNCA) defeated
Jeremy Kirkland 6-1, 6-2,
Rob Nunnery (UNCA)
defeated Porter Myrick 6-0,
6-4. Adam Branks (UNCA)
defeated Vitas Hawley 6-2,
6-4.
\n the men's doubles,
Vulliez and Ambrose
(UNCA) defeated Martin
and Stevens 8-3. Myrick
and Martin (NCAT) defeated Nick Thuell and Branks
8-6 and Nunnery and
Correa (UNCA) defeated

Hawley and Kirkland 8-5,
For the women, Natasha
Lucki (UNCA) defeated
Karissa Johnson 6-0, 6-0.
Rachel Rhoney (UNCA)
defeated Hanniyah Madyun
6-1,6-1. Mary Katherine
Fitzgerald (UNCA) defeated
Kathryn Jackson 6-3, 6-3).
Lindsay Boykin (UNCA)
defeated Christina Ruffin 62,6-1. Whitney Abbott
(UNCA) defeated Terika
Palmer 6-0, 6-2 and Tracy
Ross (NCAT) defeated
Rachel Poole 6-4, 6-2.
In the women's doubles,
Lucki and Rhoney (UNCA)
defeated Madyun and
Jackson 8-1, Morgan Martin
and Fitzgerald (UNCA)
defeated Ruffin and Palmer
8-2 and Abbott and Poole
(UNCA) defeated Shannon
Pittman and Ross 8-3.
The Aggies will travel to
Orangesburg, S.C. on Mar. 4
to take on BethuneCookman and South
Carolina State. First match
starts at 10 a.m.
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THE LEGACY CONTINUES
By Danielle

Standings

Gilmer

George played together.
After graduation he continued his interest in the sport
Eric Martin never imagThrough the years tennis
ined when he and his brothhas been a big deal for the
er George were roaming the
Martin family.
"It's just always been
campus of N. C A&T and
there," said Damon.
playing tennis for former
A&T head coach Thomas
"We don't know anything
else," said Jeremy.
Bynum, that years later his
The guys can remember
sons would be following
picking up their first rackets
their footsteps
That is exactly what has
around the ages of three or
happened. Brothers Damon four. Summers were a busy
time for their family; the
and Jeremy Martin are conthe
of
legacy college boys competed in every tentinuing
nis tournament possible.
tennis like their father and
uncle. Jeremy's twin brother Each of the boys played
Jared also attends A&T, con- other sports like, baseball
and basketball; however it
tributing to the legacy of
was tennis that stole their
Aggie men.
The Martin brothers are a
hearts
force to be reckoned with in
It was around the age of
the world of tennis. To
14 or 15 that Jeremy and
watch these young men play Jared became committed to
leaves you speechless. Their tennis. Damon, however,
matches are anything but
liked baseball better until
the eighth grade. It was
boring. Damon is an aggressive baseline player with an
around the ninth grade that
all around game, while
he began to take tennis seriously. The boys have always
Jeremy describes himself as
an aggressive baseline playplayed together, so when
er who is not afraid to come
they separated for college
things were different. There
to the net when needed.
Both brothers describe Jared was cause for celebration
as a baseline counterperson.
when they reunited at A&T.
"I love it that my sons are
These brothers each began
back together again," said
their college careers at different universities; however
mother Roberta Martin,
"It's nice to have them on
something was not quite
the same team again. It's
right, so for different reamuch easier for us having
sons they transferred to
them together. We don't
A&T. Damon was accepted
to North Carolina State,
have to worry about dividwhere he did register for
ing our time traveling in different directions to see them
classes, however, he never
officially began those coursplay. We can give all of our
es. Jeremy attended
support to one team. And
it's a pleasure knowing that
Hampton while Jared
attended Clemson their
they get along well enough
to play together."
freshman year, where they
were apart of the tennis
"I'm so proud that my
teams. Since transferring
sons chose to attend A&T,"
said Eric Martin. "It is
from Clemson, Jared cannot
play this season.
always been a secret dream
Their passion began
of mine. When I attended
before they were born. Their here> other than getting a
father discovered tennis at
great education the other
benefit was having the
the age of 16 when Arthur
Ashe won at Wimbledon on opportunity to be coached
by a great man, Bynum."
July 5,1975. This inspired
"Coach Bynum not only
him and a group of his
friends to teach themselves
taught me how to become a
good tennis player, but how
to play the game.
to be a good man," added
After enrolling at A&T in
1976 he served as the capEric. "His quiet spirit and
wit always kept me laughtain of the tennis team and
ing and motivated.
MVP from 1977 to 1980,
Therefore, I was very happy
where he and his brother

Contributor

Men

Team

Delaware State
Coppin State
Hampton
Norfolk State
South Carolina State
Morgan State
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cookman
N.C. A&T
Howard
Md.-Eastern Shore

Contributor

Six minutes does not seem
like a lot of time to most
people, but to a wrestler it is
a lifetime of choices and
strategies.
The wrestler first gets the
feeling and pride of stepping onto a mat and knowing there are only two real
choices: to lose or to win.
Then the whistle is blown. It
is a matter of survival. The
only thing heard are
screaming fans, teammates
and the one coach that has
spent half of his career
teaching the sport,
Though it is hardly possible to make out everything
that is being said during the
match, it is possible to go
with just plain instinct. It
has already been decided
whether the match will be
won or lost, yet it is a matter
of following through with
that personal promise. Then
finally, when the match has
reached its closure, sweat
pours down the faces of the
athletes, their hearts pumping to where it seems no
end. Finally, there is only
one standing with his hand
raised above the rest. This
one man could never be

happier, for he has spent
most of his career learning

Overall

Photo by Gregory Bond

The Martin brothers have played tennis all
their lives.
my sons decided to play
tennis for A&T, because
A&T blood runs through
their veins and coach
Bynum was the heart that
got that blood flowing. I am

grateful today that my kids
have the same opportunity
to play for another great
coach. James Dunwoody
comes from the same fabric
as coach Bynum; he is tough
but fair and loves his players."

Since reuniting, they can
see how the separation
helped them to grow as

players.
"I am playing with greater
confidence," said Jeremy.
"Jared's game improved,"
said Damon, "He had some
really good players to work
with at Clemson, and the
coach was great."
Things however have not
always been easy for these
brothers. They have had to
face their share of challenges within the sport.
Growing up they learned
from an early age how to
handle racism.
"Tennis is a predominately
white sport. We can recall
going to tournaments and
having crowds cheer against
us while we played," said
Jeremy. "But this just gave
us the motivation to play
harder."
"Usually they would have
all the blacks play against
each other in the first round
to knock each other out,"
said Damon. "But this
being the racist south you

Inside the mind
of a student
and a wrestler
COMMENTARY BY
David L. McGowan

MEAC

to fulfill the dreams and
craving of many athletes
and former wrestlers here at
A&T. Having a wrestling
team at A&T would do
nothing but benefit the
school itself.
It would take a lot of time
and attention to pursue this
idea. Many students are
afraid of doing anything
about the situation. The
only thing that it takes is
cooperation. With enough
people cooperating, A&T
could easily have a

the sport. Now, he succeeds
in triumph. A victory could
never seem sweeter.
The fact that A&T does
not have its own wrestling
team strikes many people
with misunderstanding.
There are many athletes and
a lot of former high school
wrestlers that attend A&T.
Many of them would love
to have the chance to be able
to feel the sweet victory
once more. It has come to
attention that many of these
wrestling team, if nothing
same athletes, students and
else a wrestling club for
former wrestlers that attend
starters
want A&T to have a
It all starts with the stuwrestling team. If it were
dents, but it does not begin
possible to have a wrestling until someone speaks up,
team at A&T, like UNCG,
and it does not happen until
Duke University, and many
actions are taken. To speak
other college level schools,
up and help take action, the
then a lot of things would
athletic department may be
come from it. It would help
the first place to start, possito raise more money for
bly even a petition, and
many different things
maybe even the dean of the
Having a wrestling team
school. The rest is in the
at A&T would benefit the
making; one never knows
until he tries. Life is nothing
yearning desire to devoted
fans. It would give students
but a mystery waiting to
more things to do instead of
happen. In six minutes, a lot
the things they may not
is possible.
supposed to be doing. It
would also give a lot of students another reason to continue their education at
A&T. Finally, it would help

learn to accept it for what it
is and handle it."
In addition to playing
together, they also share an
apartment off of campus.
They quickly showed there
is a lot of trash talking that
goes on. Jared laughingly
says he is always playing to
be better than Damon and
he is getting closer to that
goal everyday.
When asked how they
handle being around each
other all the time, they look
at one another, laugh,
"We're used to it; we've
been doing this for so long
it's not something that we
think about," said Damon
and Jeremy.
The boys are not the only
tennis players in the family.
They have two younger sisters, 15-year-old Elisa, and
4-year-old Dominique, that
also plays. Elissa did not
start playing until the eighth
grade, but Dominique
already has amazing handeye coordination. Both girls
are already making plans to
attend A&T and pursue tennis like their siblings and
father before them
After college the Martin
brothers plan to pursue tennis professionally. When
asked what motivates them
to strive to be the best they
all reply, "winning."

Women
Coppin State

Hampton

Delaware State
Howard
Md.-Eastern Shore
Norfolk State
Florida A&M
N.C. A&T
South Carolina State
Bethune-Cookman
Morgan State
Baseball
N.C. A&T
Bethune-Cookman
Md.-Eastern Shore
Coppin State
Delaware State
Norfolk StateFlorida A&M

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
Softball

NORTHERN DIVISION
Delaware State
Hampton
Howard
Coppin State
Morgan State
Md.-Eastern Shore

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

SOUTHERN DIVISION
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cookman
S.C. State
Norfolk State
N.C. A&T

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

11-13
9-12
3-6
2-6
1-2

A&T sports schedule
-

Men's Basketball Mar. 5, South Carolina State, 4 p.m.; MEAC Tournament, Mar. 7-12, ai
Richmond, Va., TBA
Women's Basketball - Mar. 5, South Carolina State, 2 p.m.; MEAC Tournament, Mar. 712, at Richmond, Va., TBA
Tennis Mar. 4, Bethune-Cookman, 10 a.m. and South Carolina State, 2 p.m., both at
Orangesburg, S.C; Longwood 1 p.m., at Aggie Tennis Complex 1 p.m.
Baseball - Mar. 4-6, Albany, at War Memorial Stadium, Mar. 8 at East Carolina, at
Greenville, N.C; Mar. 9-10 Ball State, at War Memorial Stadium; Mar. 12-13 at Norfolk
State, Mar. 15, Campbell, at Buies Creek N.C.
Softball - Charleston Southern Invitational, Mar.4-6, at Charleston, S.C, Mar 4, vs.
Longwood, 4 p.m.; vs. Charleston Southern, 6 p.m.; Mar. 5, vs. College of Charleston, 2
p.m.; vs. Cleveland State 4 p.m.
Track - Virginia Tech Last Chance Meet, Mar. 5, at Blacksburg, Va.; U.S. Track and Field
National Championship, Mar. 6-7, Boston, Mass.; NCAA Championships, Mar. 11-12, at
Fayetteville, Ark.
Bowling Mar. 5-6, NCAA Holiday Classic, Bessemer, Ala.

-

-

-
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Student Senate District #2 School of
Business and Economics
WEDNESDA Y March 23, 2005 8 AM TO 6 PM
Elections will be hold In the Student Union Center
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